QUESTIONNAIRE
(For Fishing Gear and Craft Survey)

1. Name of the Village…………………………………………………..River Site…………………………(Revenue/Forest Village)
   (Upstream/Midstream/Down Stream/ Tributary)
   i. Household no…………….Name of owner…………………………………………………………Male/female
   ii. Name of Respondent………………………………………………………………………………
   iii. Number of Fishermen in the family……………………male…………female…………young…………

2. Name of Fishing Gears used
   (a)……………………………………………………………..(Bd)…………………………………………………(B)
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………(R)………………………………………………………………………………(S)

| types | Shape & Size- | Made of | Mesh size- | Preparation- | Season of use | Shift of use(Night/Day)- | Target fishes-
|-------|---------------|---------|------------|--------------|---------------|--------------------------|-----------------

(Used separate sheet for writing details of the fishing methods and operation of the gears)

3. Poisonous Plants used in catching fishes
   i. Name of the plant
   (a)…………………………………………………..(Bd)…………………………………………………………(B)
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………(R)………………………………………………………………………………(S)
   ii. Use of plant parts………………………………
   iii. Season of use………………………………
   iv. Target fishes………………………………
4. Fishing Craft used
(a) ...........................................(Bd).........................................................(B)
...........................................(R).........................................................(S)
Made of.............................
Operation technique..................
(Used separate sheet for writing details of the fishing craft)

5. Use of Maintenance and Preservation techniques of the Fishing gears and Crafts
i. For Fishing Gears
Material
used..................................................Sources..............................................
(a) ...........................................(Bd).........................................................(B)
...........................................(R).........................................................(S)
Process of Material preparation and Process of apply (Details in Separate sheet)

ii. For Fishing Crafts
Material
used..................................................Sources..............................................
(a) ...........................................(Bd).........................................................(B)
...........................................(R).........................................................(S)
Process of Material preparation and Process of apply (Details in Separate sheet)

NB.- Vernacular name of Fishing Gears and Crafts in Bodo (Bd), Bengali (B), Rabha (R) and Sonthali (S).